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1. INTRODUCTION

Particle-particle interactions at high energy lead in
most cases (~ 80%) to the production of new particles.
The number of newly produced particles rises as a func-
tion of the collision energy. Thus multi-particle pro-
duction becomes the dominant process at sufficiently
high energies.

It is quite clear that the character of this process is
directly determined by the internal structure of the
particles. Consequently, there can be no genuine under-
standing of particle structure without an understanding
of multiparticle production. However, we cannot say
that we are close to such an understanding at the pres-
ent time. So far, no unified or systematic model has
been constructed for the description of multiparticle
production processes; instead, there are several differ-
ent approaches intended to describe certain aspects of
the experimental data. Owing to the diversity of such
approaches, we are obliged to begin with a preliminary,
though perhaps highly provisional, classification of
these approaches.

There is a large group of models based on the idea
that two colliding hadrons form a single excited system.
This class of models includes the hydrodynamic and
statistical (thermodynamic) models and the statistical
bootstrap.

It is sometimes assumed that the process of particle
production takes place through the excitation and sub-
sequent decay of each of the colliding particles, i. e.,
that two systems are produced, reflecting to some ex-
tent the individuality of the primary hadrons. This
group of models includes the fragmentation model, the
bremsstrahlung model, and the model of inelastic dif-
fraction.

The largest and perhaps most successful group of
models describes multiparticle production processes as

a result of the production of many excited subsystems.
The most typical representative of this class is the
multiperipheral model, which is closely related to the
inclusive Regge approach, the parton description of
multiparticle production processes, and the model of
independent emission of clusters and uncorrelated jets.
The eikonal approximation is often used to take into
account multiple interactions.

An interesting approach is represented by direct at-
tempts to relate the mechanisms of multiparticle pro-
duction processes to the internal structure of the par-
ticles—their constituents, quarks, gluons, etc.

In addition to such models, there have been attempts
to find phenomenological relations among the various
characteristics of multi-particle production processes.

Of course, the foregoing classification is a matter of
convention, since models within a single group may dif-
fer from one another with regard to their assumptions
and conclusions and, conversely, models from different
groups may have similarities. For example, models of
the statistical-thermodynamic type are often used to de-
scribe the decays of independently emitted clusters.
The parton model with multiperipheral spectra is closely
related to quark models.

The domains of applicability of the models are deter-
mined by the experimental facts regarding the existence
of leading particles (which have high energy in the cen-
ter-of-mass system) and pionization particles (which
are slow in the c. m. s.).

Fragmentation models can be applied to the leading
particles (as well as to quasi-two-body reactions).
These particles are produced in the multiperipheral pic-
ture from the extreme rungs of the diagram or in con-
stituent models as penetrating groups of quarks.

At the same time, statistical ideas can be applied to
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the residual pionization particles (either to all of them
collectively or to subsystems of these particles pro-
duced as a result of a multiperipheral process or some
other mechanism). Models for describing multi-par-
ticle production processes therefore usually have a
multicomponent character.

Each of the approaches mentioned above has been re-
flected to some extent in books, conference proceedings,
and review papers (see, e.g., Refs. 1-5). As a supple-
ment to such reviews, it would be useful to compare the
principal results of these models with one another and
with the experimental data (see, in particular, Refs. 1
and 2), without excessive elaboration of the theoretical
calculations, and to discuss once again the proposed
modifications of the models and the manner in which
they have been developed. These are our aims in writ-
ing the present review, which is based on a rapporteur's
report presented by one of the authors (l.D.) at the Con-
ference on High Energy Physics.

As we have already mentioned, the experimental data
provide an important criterion for selecting the domains
of applicability of models and specifying their free
parameters. We therefore begin by recalling briefly
(as far as possible within the scope of this review) the
main experimental facts about inelastic interactions of
hadrons at high energies. We shall then discuss the
basic hypotheses of the most popular models of multi-
particle production and compare their predictions with
the experimental data. As the Interactions of hadrons
with nuclei have a rather specific character, they are
discussed In a separate section. An analysis of the
space-time region of the hadron-hadron Interaction also
provides certain Information about the mechanisms of
multlpartlcle production. Finally, we shall consider
briefly what results might be expected from the new
generation of proton accelerators at super-high ener-
gies.

2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
AT ACCELERATOR ENERGIES

A. The total cross sections

The total cross sections for strongly Interacting par-
ticles amount to tens of millibarns (~ 10"8* cm2); this
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FIG. 2. The energy depen-
dence of the cross sections
for inelastic interactions.
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Implies that the effective range of the strong Interactions
Is of the order of 1 F.

The total cross section for the proton-proton Inter-
action has been measured over the largest range of
energies (up to ρllb « 2000 GeV/c). The fall-off In the
total cross section (Fig. 1) up to the energies of about
30 GeV gives way to a broad minimum In the range of
energies from 30 to 70 GeV and a slow growth at higher
energies (by ~ 12% at pltb* 1500 GeV/c). The total cross
sections for the Interactions of plons, kaons, and anti-
protons with protons, which have been measured up to
280 GeV, exhibit similar trends, although they differ
from one another in their low-energy behavior and in
the positions of their minima (see Fig. 1). The high-
energy growth Is more conspicuous In the behavior of
the cross sections for inelastic Interactions (Fig. 2).

B. The multiplicity of secondary particles

The average number of secondary particles produced
in high-energy collisions arises with Increasing energy.
However, this growth is much weaker than the maxi-
mally possible growth (-£„„,).

Various phenomenological approximation formulas
have been proposed"1 to describe this growth. The
accelerator data, supplemented by data obtained from
cosmic rays, seem to be best described (Fig. 3) for
energies Vs in the range from 3 to 150 GeV by formulas

\
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FIG. 1. The energy de-
pendence of the total cross
sections for hadron-hadron
interactions.
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FIG. 3. The energy dependence of the average multiplicity of
charged particles in pp interactions. The solid curve corre-
sponds to the expression 1.99 Ins + 8.16s"1/2 — 4.55, and the
dashed curve corresponds to 0.13 Ιη^ + Ο.βΟ lns + 1.17.
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the inequality

FIG. 4. The average multi-
plicity of charged particles
in n*p, K'p, andpp interac-
tions as a function of the
available energy Q =/s - ma

— mb. The curve has the
same significance as in Fig.
3 (the difference between the
solid and dashed curves is
negligible here).

2 5 10 JO
β, GeV

of the type

in»") = A + B\ns + C (In s)\ (2.1)

However, if we confine ourselves to energies Vs
above 10 GeV, a sufficiently good fit is obtained with a
logarithmic dependence

(nc h> = c 0 In s (2.2)

where OQ « 1.5-2 and 6O

S (- D-(- 2), or with a formula
of the type

(2.3)

where d~Q.2.

It is interesting to observe that for the most diverse
types of colliding particles a and b the average multi-
plicity of secondary charged particles at high energies
is a universal function of the energy release of the re-
action defined by Q =Vs - ma - mt (this has been veri-
fied for a =p, π*, Κ*, y, μ*, e~, ν, ν with b =p and for
a=e* with b=e~; see Fig. 4), i .e., this multiplicity is
independent of the type of incident particle or target
particle.

The higher moments of the multiplicity distribution
also rise with energy. The distributions themselves
conform quite well to the requirement known as KNO
scaling, i .e., the topological cross sections for pro-
ducing η particles (σΠ) depend only on the ratio «/(«):

"ineJ •W-'
(2.4)

where the function Φ is universal for all hadronic reac-
tions (Fig. 5). This implies, in particular, that the
dispersion D of the distribution has exactly the same
energy dependence as the average multiplicity <«).

C. Longitudinal momentum distributions

Although the initial particles have large momenta in
the center-of-mass system, the secondary particles
are produced with relatively small momenta. Most of
the secondary particles are produced in the so-called
pionization region, which is conventionally restricted by

χ = ψΓ<0Λ (2-5)

(where pL is the longitudinal component of momentum
of a secondary particle in the c. m. s.).

Some of the particles are produced as a result of
fragmentation of the colliding hadrons:

0.1 <ζ χ <, 0.8—0.9, (2.6)

and the non-excited recoil nucleons in inelastic diffrac-
tion fall in the range

0.9 *ε ι < 1. (2. 7)

Another variable which is widely used is the rapidity

(2.8)

In the rapidity variable, the pionization region occu-
pies the major portion of the admissible interval of y,
which grows with energy, while the fragmentation and
diffraction regions may occupy the edge of this interval,
with a finite width as s-°°.

The energy dependence of the invariant cross sections
in the pionization region is naturally of special inter-
est. According to the concept of Feynman scaling, the
invariant cross sections at high energies should depend
only on χ and on the transverse momentum component
pT, and not on the energy:

lim * * = (2.9)

In view of the observed growth of the total cross sec-
tions, the condition (2.9) can be replaced by the re-
quirement

Neither of the conditions (2.9) or (2.10) is satisfied
experimentally over the entire range of values of χ at

FIG. 5. The distributions
in the number of charged
particles. The curve for
the pp interaction is for a
wide range of energies
(from 50 to 303 GeV) ( A - ? )

n/-cn>
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FIG. 6. The growth of the inclusive cross section in the plon-
ization region (x = 0) as a function of energy. The solid curves
correspond to the approximation formula A +B Ins.

currently accessible energies (up to / s =63 GeV). It is
true, however, that the condition (2.10) is quite well
satisfied in the fragmentation region above Vs=8 GeV.
This phenomenon is known as "early scaling." How-
ever, the invariant cross section for charged-pion
production in the pionization region (at χ =0) rises"1 by
a factor 1.5-2 over the range of V7 from 5 to 23 GeV
(Fig. 6) and by approximately a further 40% as Ts
varies over the ISR energy range from 23 to 63 GeV
(alternatively, eliminating the growth of the total cross
sections in this range according to (10), we obtain a
25% growth of the quantity / 3 i ^

The distributions in y at a given energy are bell-
shaped, with a depression at the top (Fig. 7). But there
is no strictly constant plateau even in the pionization
region, and the cross sections fall off by about 10-15%
as the rapidity in the c. no. s. varies from 0 to 1.c e 3 The
absence of an "asymptotic" central plateau is most ap-
parent in reactions involving non-identical initial par-
ticles (such as irp interactions), in which case the dis-
tribution in y exhibits a conspicuous asymmetry, i .e.,
it "remembers" the directions of motion of the incident
proton and pion.

D. Transverse momentum distributions

Most of the secondary particles are produced with
small transverse momenta (the average value is (pT)
»0.35 GeV/c). The differential cross section for pion
production falls off exponentially (Fig. 8) as a function
of the transverse momentum up to values pT ~ 1.5-2.0
GeV/c over the entire accessible range of high energies
according to the law

(2.11)

(here pT is expressed in GeV/c).

FIG. 7. The inclusive rapidity distribution of plons produced
in pp collisions, (a) The experimental data at 69 GeV are
shown as histograms for 4-, 6-, and 8-prong events and for
the sum of all events. The points show the results calculated
according to the multiperipheral model.1121-1"1 (b) The inclu-
sive distributions for τΓ(0), Κ*(Δ), andp(V) at s = 2800 GeV2

(curve 1), 388 GeV2 (curve 2), and 46. 8 GeV2 (curve 3); the
curves are the fits of the hydrodynamlc theory (for details of
the calculations, see Ref. 38).

A strong deviation from the exponential law (2.11) is
observed for large values pT> 2.0 GeV/c, where the
fall-off becomes slower. The results obtained in this
region of transverse momenta are very extensive, and
their interpretations differ somewhat from the principal
mechanisms of multiparticle production which are used
for small transverse momenta. Therefore we shall not
consider these data here (we shall only occasionally
mention them when they have an obvious bearing on one
of the mechanisms of multiparticle production which we
discuss).

E. Correlations

Single-particle inclusive distributions provide only
average information about multi-particle production
processes. More detailed Information can be obtained
by studying the correlations between the secondary par-
ticles. However, this involves two major problems.
First, it is desirable to know not only the correlations
between two particles, but also multiparticle correla-
tions; second, these data should be visualizable, i. e.,
it is necessary to select the most important variables

to'
UN

10°

to'

1 'The cross sections for producing the heavier particles Κ
and J grow even more rapidly in this energy range.

FIG. 8. The pion distribution
with respect to the transverse
momentum. The solid curve is
the fit to the data by statistical
formulas (for details of the cal-
culations, see Ref. 38). This
curve practically coincides with
the data on pp-'i&X at ISR en-
ergies. The triangles are the
data on ρ production, and the
circles are the data for kaons.

at
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FIG. 9. (a) The correlation of charged pions and neutral pions
(photons from their decays) at -is - 30 GeV (the values of the
function R(yity2 =y$ for a charged-pion rapidity yt =0 or y t

= - 2 . 5 are indicated by the triangles and circles, respectively);
(b) the correlations of charged pions in the reaction τΓρ —· πττ
+X at 40 GeV (the points are the experimental data, the dashed
curves are the phase-space calculations, and the solid curves
are calculated according to the multiperipheral model"2 1"1 2 3').

from the entire set of possible variables. In fact, even
a two-particle system is described by the six compo-
nents of the particle momenta, the masses, charges,
etc. As the number of particles increases, the prob-
lem of correctly choosing the variables becomes more
and more complicated. It is now most popular to study
the correlations between the longitudinal momentum
components (or rapidities) of the secondary particles.

In particular, the two-particle correlations are stud-
ied by comparing the distributions with respect to the
rapidities (yt and yz) of the two particles, 92a/83>i8y2,
with the product of the single-particle distributions,

Use is also made of the functions

O.2 0.1 0.6 0:5 1.0

1 da im

and

" i r l O'J: <"Ji " f l i c l "'Jl

>- {da Λ/,) da,dg, -*

(2.12)

(2.13)

The experimental data (Fig. 9) show that there are

/a" -

ι -400 GeV/c

-205 GeV/c

-102GeV/c

• *· · •

FIG. 10. The distributions
of rapidity gaps at energies
between 100 and 400 GeV.
The light points are for all
charged particles, and the
heavy points are for negative-
ly charged particles.

FIG. 11. The distributions of rapidity intervals at 200 GeV.
The number of particles inside the interval is denoted by k.
The 8-prong events have been selected (nch = 8). The curves
labeled 1 and 2 correspond to independent particle emission
and cluster emission, respectively.

appreciable correlations between particles with similar
rapidities (so-called short-range correlations); these
correlations show up in the form of the maximum of the
function R{yi,yt) f°r Vi =Vz· Long-range correlations
between particles show up in variations in the form of
the correlation functions for variations in the position
of the maximum (compare the curves in Fig, 9 for yt = 0
and 3>i =2.5). In addition to the inclusive correlation
functions (2.12) and (2.13), studies are also made of the
semi-inclusive correlation functions Cn and Rn when
the number of particles η is specified.

If each event is accompanied by information about the
rapidities of all the (usually charged) particles, it is
possible'9 ] to study the two-particle correlations by
means of the distribution in the nearest-neighbor spac-
ings ("gaps") in the rapidity variable. These distribu-
tions have a sharp peak at small spacings for energies
between 100 and 400 GeV (Fig. 10).

This approach can easily be generalized to multi-
particle correlationstl0J by studying not only the distri-
bution of vacant rapidity intervals, but also the distribu-
tions of intervals containing 1,2,3,..., k « η - 2 par-
ticles.2) Such distributions at 200 GeV are shown in
Fig. 11.

All these methods are usually used in the analysis of
particle clusterization effects (see Sec. 7C). In addi-
tion to analyses of rapidity correlations, studies are
often made of the correlations of the particles in their
azimuthal and pair masses, and of the properties of
local compensation of transverse momenta, charge,
etc. The conclusions obtained by analyzing these char-
acteristics of the process are discussed later.

F. Hadron-nuclear interactions

Hadron-nuclear interaction cross sections have the
approximate dependence A2/3, where A is the number of
nucleons in the nucleus. This means that the nucleus
represents a highly opaque object for the hadrons. The
experimental data a n can be parametrized by the ex-
pressions

1.0 2.0
Δι.

% e note that the generalization of the method of C and R func-
tions is much more complicated, since it requires an analysis
of multi-dimensional distributions.
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σ π Α = 28.5 Α°-η mb, = 46 A"" mb. (2.14)

Most of the experimental data on the multiplicities
refer to emulsions. The particles detected here are
fast charged particles (/t,; 0=t//c>O.7) and "heavy
particles" (№»; 0<O.7). The average multiplicity <ttt)A

in relation to the multiplicity {n,)p on the nudeon has
only a weak dependence on the atomic number A. Using
a power-law parametrization

H A ~ ^ ~ 4 " . (2.15)

the emulsion data yield a value α ~o. 12-0.15. The data
are compatible with a value of RA which is Independent
of the energy Ε from £ - 6 0 GeV up to JE~ 10* GeV (where
Λ Α «1.8). The multiplicity distribution satisfied
KNO scaling, and the function *(η/ψι» (see Eq. (2.4))
is similar to the corresponding hadron-hadron func-
tion.

The data on inclusive distributions indicate that the
growth of the multiplicity, I.e., the deviation of RA

from the unity, is due to the production of particles at
large angles. Accordingly, the inclusive quantity

(2.16)

is appreciably greater than unity in the fragmenta-
tion region of the nucleus and is less than (or close
to) unity in the fragmentation region of the incident
particle.

Data which refer specifically to hadron-nuclear inter-
actions and which characterize the response of the nu-
cleus are of special interest. The number of produced
particles is large, #Λ~Α2 / 3, and is Independent of ener-
gy; this suggests a process which increases the num-
ber of slow particles and the rapid onset of the regime
of limiting fragmentation of the nucleus. In the mo-
mentum region which is kinematically forbidden for
hadron-hadron interactions (the emission of "backward"
particles), the Inclusive distribution (l/otot)Edsa/d3p
is Independent of both the type of Incident particle and
the initial energy above 10 GeV. The number of fast
particles as a function of the energy and of the number
of heavy particles also factorizes:

( η . ( . ν Λ , £ ) > = (n,)pF(Nh). (2.17)

3. THE STATISTICAL-HYDRODYNAMIC APPROACH

The experimental data on Inclusive spectra at high
energies have recently led to renewed Interest In sta-
tistical-hydrodynamic models. This is largely due to
the form of the rapidity distributions of the particles,
which Is unlike a flat "plateau," and to the energy de-
pendence of these distributions, which is inconsistent
with the idea of scaling (see Sec. 3C). Moreover, only
such models can provide a natural explanation of the ex-
ponential suppression of the transverse momenta of the
produced particles (see Sec. 2D). The physical content

of these models is also attractive3'.

As is well known, the statistical approach to the
problem of multi-particle production is based on the
assumption, first proposed and developed in the
ΙθδΟβ,"3·141 that the single system (or subsystem) pro-
duced in a hadron-hadron collision quickly comes into a
state of thermodynamic equilibrium because of the great
strength of the hadronic interactions. Three stages can
be distinguished in this process:

1. An initial stage, involving randomization and pro-
duction of a highly excited system.

2. A hydrodynamic and isoentropic expansion.

3. A final stage, In which the system decays Into
real secondary particles.

To give a complete description of the evolution of this
system, It Is necessary to specify the following details:

a) the laws of energy-momentum conservation;
b) the statistical momentum distribution of the particles;
c) the equation of state;
d) the chemical potential; .
e) the initial conditions and decay conditions of the

system;

As an example, which can be meaningfully compared
with all subsequent modifications of the theory, we give
an outline of Landau's hydrodynamic theory. U S J The
law of energy-momentum conservation is written in the form

dTlt = 0.

where

Τik = (ε - Ρ) — Pgtk

(3.1)

(3.2)

is the energy-momentum tensor of an ideal relativistic
fluid, ε is the energy density, ρ Is the pressure, M,
are the components of the 4-velocity vector of the fluid,
and g{k Is the metric tensor (gM = -gil = l).

The pion distribution with respect to the momentum q
In the proper system of a volume element at the instant
of decay is given by the usual Bose statistical distribution:

(3.3)

Here Ε = V^ + m2 is the energy of a particle, g is the
number of Its spin and charge states (g = 3 for pions),
Τ Is the temperature, and V is the final volume.

The equation of state is taken in the form

P = f, (3.4)

which holds for a three-dimensional volume filled with
a gas of relativistic particles.

3 *It is true that one can criticize the very foundations of the hy-
drodynamic approach, since it leads to inconsistencies with
the uncertainty relations.1121 However, the interest in this
approach is enhanced by the possibility of applying it to sub-
systems of particles and by its purely phenomenological suc-
cess.
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The chemical potential of the pion system is

•0. (3.5)

It is therefore assumed that the number of particles is
not fixed, but that it is determined by the equilibrium
condition (as in the case of black-body radiation), i. e.,
by the condition that the thermodynamic potential is
equal to zero:

: — Ts + ρ = 0 (3.6)

(where s is the entropy density), from which we can
readily obtain the equation ε = κΓ4.

It is assumed that at the initial instant the hadronic
system takes the form of a thin disk of thickness
~ (X/mt) m/E0 (where mr and m are the pion and nucleon
masses, and Eo is the initial energy in the c. m. s.) and
radius ~m?, at rest in the c. m. s. (v =0 at t =0). The
expansion of the system takes place in accordance with
Eqs. (3. l)-(3.5), and it decays into particles when the
temperature of a volume element becomes of order mt.

The physical implications of this model are well
known. The main conclusions are as follows:

1) the average multiplicity rises with energy accord-
ing to the law <«> ~ -/E~o;

2) the rapidity spectrum of the particles has a roughly
Gaussian form, with a width that grows like VIns;

3) in the central region the spectrum rises with ener-
gy (i.e., there is no scaling), whereas for finite values
of χ there may be a very weak fall-off in the spectrum;

4) the average transverse momentum rises weakly
with energy according to the law {pT) ~ se, where the
value of β varies between 1/12 and 1/14 according to
various estimates.

The following main trends can be distinguished in the
subsequent development of the statistical-hydrodynamic
approach:

a) attempts to give a more detailed description, which
are reminiscent of the kinetic approach and which in-
volve non-linear Lagrangians of field theory;

b) the introduction of a microscopic picture which
takes into account the internal structure of the colliding
particles;

c) revision of the equation of state and the conditions
of production and decay of the system;

d) detailed comparisons with experimental data.

Attempts to introduce a more general kinetic ap-
proach from which it might be possible to derive the
hydrodynamic description06·173 are based on the use of
Wigner's distribution function

F(p,B)= (3.7)

where φ are operator wave functions of a field, the
metric is chosen in the form (+, - , - , - ) , the entire
analysis is made in the Heisenberg representation, and

the average is taken over the "in"-states. If iplu is a
two-particle state, it is easy to show, by making use of
the relation between inclusive spectra and multi-particle
amplitudes, that the Fourier transform of Wigner's
function with respect to the variable R (F(p, q)) is
uniquely related to the inclusive distribution of the par-
ticles with respect to the momentum p by the equation

(2.1)3
-F(p, (3.8)

At the same time, one can also make use of the equa-
tions of field theory to obtain kinetic-type equations for
F, whose nonlinearity is determined by the interaction
Lagrangian. It is also possible1171 to exhibit a transition
to the hydrodynamic theory in a certain approximation.
The relation between non-linear Lagrangians of field
theory and the parameters of the hydrodynamic theory
was previously considered by Milekhin. U e ] It is now
proposed to establish this relation in the framework of
the kinetic approach, in which one also considers the
correspondence with the inclusive description of these
processes in the Regge scheme.

The main fundamental difficulty in deriving the equa-
tion is, of course, the fact that we have no sufficiently
realistic candidate for the strong-interaction Lagrangian
at the present time, although the success of non-Abelian
gauge theories does raise some hopes. In addition, as
discussed below, the opposite situation can occur: ex-
periment can help us to select the correct form of the
strong-interaction Lagrangian.

The hydrodynamic theory usually provides only a
macroscopic description of the process of expansion of
the system, since it is assumed that the density of
matter is larger in this case and that the interaction is
so strong that the concept of a particle inside such a
system becomes meaningless. Adopting the hypothesis
that there are point-like constituents (partons) inside
a hadron, one may propose09·201 a new treatment of the
hydrodynamics which takes into account the microscopic
structure of the hadronic cluster by assuming that the
statistical behavior of the constituents (and not the dy-
namics of their interaction) is responsible for the sim-
plest characteristic features of the process (such as the
single-particle spectrum).

In the case of conservation of the number of massive
partons, ω ι the properties of the system are appre-
ciably different from Landau's hydrodynamics. In the
first place, the partons obey Fermi statistics. The
problem of their transformation into pions remains
open. Secondly, the chemical potential is large (this
guarantees the conservation of the number of partons
during the expansion of the system). Thirdly, the equa-
tion of state has the form ρ =ε, which leads to ε = λΓ2

and c% = 1 (where c0 is the velocity of sound). The pop-
ularity of the idea of Feynman scaling, which occurs
when co = l, has stimulated interest in this equation of
state.c"·2 0 1

Conservation of the number of partons can also be
achieved without such cardinal modifications by assum-
ing1203 that the parton mass is equal to zero. One can
then derive the same conclusions as in Landau's hydro-
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dynamics by introducing some additional mechanism
such as a phase transition, which ensures that the par-
tons are transformed into hadrons. A similar picture
involving a phase transition also occurs in attempts to
apply the results of field-theoretic models with broken
symmetry to high-energy physics1211; in this case, the
parton mass depends on the temperature.

The occurrence of a phase transition is characteristic
of the statistical picture in which the thermodynamic
properties of the system are expressed in terms of the
scattering matrix of the particles that form this sys-
tem. B*·*'1 The equation of state in this case is different
from (3.4), and at high temperatures it takes the form
ρ=ε/5.

We note that phenomenological attempts to revise the
equation of state have been made previously. ae»M"*7'
In particular, many studies have been made of an equa-
tion of state having the form

ρ = Φ (3.9)

for arbitrary but constant c0. The simplest models have
been used to relate the quantity c0 to the degree of non-
linearity of the interaction Lagranglan11*1:

03

2n—1

for

This gives

(3.10)

(3.H)

<«> ~ E:

Direct calculations have been made125·2*1 of the value
of c0 as a function of the temperature, with allowance
for the known resonances. Use was made of the equa-
tions

(3.13)

where the summation was taken over the resonances.
The results are shown in Fig. 12.

It can be seen that c§ is close to 1/5 at high tempera-
tures. Moreover, the best agreement with the experi-
mental data is found for this value of cj· as'*n

We note that, according to Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11),
the value c | = 1/3 corresponds to a non-linear interac-
tion Lagrangian of the form M8(P/9*»)4i while the value
4 = 1 . 5 leads to an interaction of the form \0<p/dxt)*.
In renormalizable theories with broken symmetry, it is
possible1211 to have a situation in which the law c | = 1/3
holds only at high temperatures (above a certain critical
temperature), while the value of c§ changes at low tem-
peratures (owing to a phase transition at T = Te).

Thus we see that the determination of the equation of

0.1

FIG. 12. The value of c\, calcu-
lated by the Bethe-Ulenbeck meth-
od (see Refs. 25 and 26), as a
function of the temperature T.
The upper curve la obtained when
allowance Is made for only reso-
nances with small masses.

02 0.Ί OB 01 1.0
T, GeV

state is one of the most important problems in the hy-
drodynamic approach, and this problem must be re-
garded as one which is still open. Of equal Importance
is the problem of choosing the correct initial conditions
(for example, the presence of collective velocities at the
initial instant of time may simulate the effects of a dif-
ferent equation of state).

Later we shall consider the quantitative comparisons
with the experimental data which have been made by
many authors12*·*··2*"121; here we stress that special care
must always be exercised in making such comparisons
to distinguish the system (or subsystem) of particles
that is treated statistically.C3Sl This is so largely be-
cause of the peripheral character of the collisions ex-
hibited by the energetically distinguished (leading) par-
ticles, whose treatment is clearly ambiguous in the
statistical approach (cf. Refs. 24 and 25).

At the same time, this peripheral character of the
collisions is the basis of fragmentation and multiperiph-
eral models.

4. FRAGMENTATION MODELS

According to the fragmentation model, Hs"4*i an in-
elastic interaction of two hadrons leads to a transition
of one or both of the hadrons into certain excited states,
which then decay, generally into many particles. Only
energy and angular momentum can be transferred dur-
ing the interaction. All other quantum numbers of the
excited system coincide with the characteristics of its
parent hadron.

The production of two centers of particle emission,
each of which retains a memory of its initial hadron,
is a characteristic feature of the fragmentation model.4)

In concrete realizations14*·471 of this general philo-
sophy, it is usually assumed that the excited states de-
cay isotropically in their c.m.s. into secondary par-
ticles, the number of which, n,(M), is proportional to
the mass of this state, i. e., the decay is described by
the statistical model. The kinematic characteristics
of the final particles are completely fixed if one also
specifies the relative motion of the excited systems or

4'Models of this type had also been proposed by previous
authors,'43·491 who, however, generally considered only "iso-
bar" excitation of the colliding particles and did not discuss
the important consequence of scaling of the distributions in
the fragmentation region ("limiting fragmentation").
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(eqnivalently) the probability of exciting them up to a
given value of the mass M. This probability p{M) is
usually taken146·471 to be proportional to Af"2, so that the
total average multiplicity in) rises logarithmically with
the energy:

-V.
(n)~ j p(M)n,(M)dM

-VI
"-MdM~lns.

As a rule, no dynamical explanation of this behavior of
the quantities ρ and nt is given, so that this description
is a purely phenomenological one.

We note that the dependence of the multiplicity on the
missing mass in reactions involving the excitation of
only one of the particles is given by the function n,(M)
and is very different from the behavior of (n), whereas
the dependences of these quantities are very similar ex-
perimentally.

These models are characterized by the presence of
long-range correlations at asymptotic energies.

Another characteristic feature of fragmentation pro-
cesses is clear from the qualitative picture in which two
clusters are emitted: even if the average multiplicity
has a weak growth with energy, there should be large
fluctuations in the individual events. C45-47] In fact, the
second correlation coefficient

] p(M)n\(M)dM~Y7 (4.2)

rises rapidly with energy, i. e., the dispersion of the
multiplicity distribution is large. Such a rapid growth
of the dispersion with energy has not yet been observed
experimentally.

These and several other characteristic results of the
fragmentation model (for example, the probability of
producing η particles has the form σ,,-η"2) have led to
the idea that concrete realizations of this model can be
applied to the main types of inelastic interactions, if
at all, only within a very limited range of energiesι"2

or, conversely, only asymptotically.C463 At the same
time, fragmentation ideas are used in conjunction with
reggeon exchange to describe diffraction dissociation
reactions; we shall practically not consider such reac-
tions at all in this review, since they belong to a special
class of low-multiplicity processes which give a small
contribution to the total cross section.

FIG. 13.
process.

Diagram for a multiperipheral

(4 1) FIG. 14. Inclusive multiperipheral diagrams.

5. THE MULTIPERIPHERAL MODEL AND THE
REGGEON SCHEME

The production of many centers of emission of par-
ticles is characteristic of the multiperipheral ap-
proach. C3'5fS0»sl] This is a consequence of the basic
assumption that the momentum transfers are small.
The process is represented diagram matically in Fig.
13. In the case of an infinitely long multiperipheral
chain at asymptotic energies, we can write an integral
equation for the total cross sections σ:

[σ, σ),

where

[σ, σ]«-
si dst s2

(5.1)

(5.2)

The quantity o* is the cross section for non-peripheral
reactions and can therefore include resonance produc-
tion and elastic diffraction, as well as some of the in-
elastic processes. The integration goes over the
squared masses s : and s2 of the subsystems and the 4-
momentum transfer kz.

It is also easy to derive"23 equations for the inclusive
spectra (for example, F1=Ed3a/s3p):

ί-,^ί, + ΙΛ, (ΐΗ-[σ, F,\, (5.3)

where F1 is the inclusive spectrum of the vertex. The
solution of this equation has the form

σ, [ΐ\, σ]) (5.4)

and corresponds to a sum of contributions due to non-
peripheral processes (the first term), fragmentation of
the colliding particles (the second and third terms), and
pionization (Fig. 14).

With this interpretation, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3) corre-
spond to a multi-component description of processes in-
volving inelastic interactions. The advantage of the
diagrammatic approach is that it not only provides a de-
scription of inelastic processes, but also relates their
characteristics to the fundamental parameters of elastic
scattering (and relates the inclusive spectra to the am-
plitude of the process 3 «-» 3). In particular, the log-
arithmic shrinkage of the diffraction peak of elastic
scattering can be interpreted153·1 in terms of an obvious
picture of Brownian motion of the nodes in the diagram
of Fig. 13 in the plane perpendicular to the collision
axis, i. e., it is related to the logarithmic growth of the
multiplicity with increasing impact parameter.

The principal results of the method are well known.
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FIG. 15. Successive itera-
tions in the ABFST modeL

These results include a Regge behavior of the elastic
scattering amplitude, a logarithmic growth of the multi-
plicity, scaling behavior and a plateau in the rapidity
distribution, and short-range correlations. In general,
all these predictions apply to the asymptotic energy re-
gion, where Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3) are valid and where it
is easier for theorists to work.

At finite energies, only a finite number of iterations
of Eq. (5.1) play a role, since all successive iterations
vanish as a result of the conservation laws. The num-
ber of iterations and their energy dependence have a
strong dependence on the form of the cross section σ for
non-peripheral processes. This can be clearly seen by
comparing Fig. 15, which shows the rapid change of
successive iterations when σ is chosen in the form of a
low-energy resonance (the ρ meson), with Fig. 16,
where there is practically no change in the iterations
(there are only threshold effects); this is so because
non-peripheral processes, apart from resonances, in-
clude elastic scattering and the production of heavy
clusters.

Thus the multiperipheral picture can include the pro-
duction of an ever-increasing number of clusters, each
of which decays into a fixed (energy-independent) num-
ber of particles, I S 0 ] as well as a practically constant re-
lation between the channels with different numbers of
clusters, whose masses rise with increasing energy, C S 4 ]

a feature which is reminiscent of fragmentation ideas.
Specific characteristics of inelastic processes at a given
energy must be calculated by computer (see Ref. 5 for a
review of models aimed at a quantitative description of
the experimental data). The principal results and their
comparison with the data are discussed in Sec. 7.

The foregoing scheme based on Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3)
requires to some extent a phenomenological choice of
the energy dependence of the cross section σ for non-
peripheral processes (and the spectra FJ. Moreover,
the diagrammatic structure of σ is usually not specified.

We can provisionally distinguish two approaches

FIG. 17, The simplest diagram-
matic interpretation of reggeon ex-
change.

among theoretical attempts to understand non-peripheral
processes. In the first approach, the secondary inter-
actions between the produced particles are regarded as
being of paramount importance. Studies are made of
"net" diagrams (see, e. g., Ref. 55) or of multiple scat-
tering of the particles from the decays of clusters.[ M 1

In particular, it has been pointed outB e i that the physical
origin of the secondary interactions is the slow relative
motion of the clusters and hence a strong overlap of the
wave functions of the particles produced in different
clusters. The interaction is so strong that the finite
system can be thermalized, and the description of the
process may go over from the multiperipheral picture
to a thermodynamic picture. Thus the multiperiphery
determines only the initial stage of the process in this
case, and non-peripheral processes play a major role
(corresponding to the non-homogeneous term in Eq.
(5.1) and peripheral diagrams with heavy blocks). We
can therefore classify the entire scheme of this type
mainly according to the statistical-hydrodynamic pic-
ture, in which the initial conditions are determined by
the multiperiphery (and not phenomenologically, as, for
example, in the statistical bootstrap124·333). So far,
however, this approach has not progressed far from the
initial formulation of the problem.

At the same time, there has been an intensive devel-
opment of another approach, in which the secondary in-
teractions of the particles are relatively weak and mul-
tiperipheral in character. This is the so-called reggeon
approach to the scattering problem. In the leading ap-
proximation, the conclusions of this approach follow
from the multiperipheral character of inelastic pro-
cesses, and multiple scattering (allowance for non-
peripheral processes) leads only to correction terms.

Multiperipheral dynamics, which assumes that the
principal mechanism of inelastic processes is the itera-
tion of the low-energy interactions in the crossed (i)
channel, is usually associated with the exchange of a
Regge pole (in particular, the pomeron) in the elastic
scattering amplitude. Therefore, if we replace the
"ladder" by a reggeon (Fig. 17), we can make use of all
the information about the properties of reggeons ob-
tained from two-body and quasi-two-body reactions. It
is well knownu'5 7 3 that the inclusive cross section for
the reaction AB-C +X in the fragmentation region de-
scribed by the diagram a in Fig. 18 has the form

15

Ε 10

Γ
10 100 200 300 400 500

s, GcV

FIG. 16. The behavior of the
iterations in the multiperipher-
al model when allowance is
made for high-energy contribu-
tions in the blocks of the dia-
gram.

FIG. 18. Inclusive reggeon diagrams
in the fragmentation region (a) and
in the pionization region (b).
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* > s . (5.5)

(where y is the rapidity, Υ ~ Ins, the factors g and V
denote the vertices in Fig. 18, and a(t) is the exchanged
Regge trajectory), which in the case o(0) = 1 leads to
limiting fragmentation:

(5.6)

with an accuracy up to terms of order s"1/z (due to the
Regge trajectories nearest to the vacuum trajectory).

In the pionization region (Fig. 18b), we have

°°ΛΒ (5.7)

which in the case a(0) =1 gives a plateau in the rapidity
distribution:

°AB ^gigBY-4-0{s-lli) + 0(s-11-) (5. 8)

with an accuracy up to the terms of order s" l / 4 (again
due to the trajectories nearest to the vacuum trajectory).
The kinematic corrections to Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8) are
of order 0(s"1 / z). The corrections due to the diagrams
of Fig. 18b containing two non-vacuum reggeons with
af(0)a0.5 or a pomeron and a trajectory with a(0) close
to zero are of the same order.

The plateau in the rapidity distribution is also used
in the parton picture, in which the transition of a par-
ticle into par tons is given by the diagram of Fig. 19,
where the energy of each successive parton is smaller
than that of the preceeding one by a constant factor.
Equation (5.8) leads to a logarithmic growth of the
average multiplicity (for o(0) = 1):

1 f da , , , , , ίκ a\
(n) — — \ -r— ay — aY-f-b. \O,\f)

The equations for the two-particle correlations have the
form

( — β I Vi — Ϊ 2 I). (5.10)

where β = 1 - af(Q), and 0^(0) is the Regge trajectory
nearest to the pomeron (β =0. 5 if af(0) =0.5, and there
are short-range correlations; β is small if cuts near the
pomeron are important, and there are no short-range
correlations).

Correction terms in the reggeon approach"8'59-1 arise
when allowance is made for processes involving the ex-
change of two (Fig. 20a) or more reggeons or for the
interaction of reggeons. Various types of inelastic
processes which contribute to the two-reggeon diagram
are represented by the diagrams b-d in Fig. 20. The
diagram 20b gives the contribution of the (negative)

t-t/m2

FIG. 19. A parton "ladder."

b)

FIG. 20. The contributions of various inelastic processes to

the two-reggeon diagram for the total cross section.

absorptive corrections to the basic processes of Fig.
17, the process 20c has twice the density in the rapidity
of the secondary particles, and the diagram 20d de-
scribes processes with a gap in the rapidity distribu-
tion of the secondary particles.

The relative magnitudes of the contributions from
the various inelastic processes to the total cross sec-
tions and the inclusive distributions are given by the
AGK rules,t e 0 ] which were derived by considering the
absorptive parts of the multi-reggeon diagrams. In
particular, the contributions to the total cross section
from the diagrams b, c, and d of Fig. 20 are in the ratio
- 4 , +2, +1. According to the AGK rules, to calculate
the single-particle inclusive distributions in the central
region of the spectrum it is sufficient to take only the
cut of the single-reggeon exchange, while the contribu-
tions from all higher-order exchanges cancel one an-
other. Similarly, to calculate the two-particle correla-
tions it is sufficient to take into account the contribu-
tions from the cuts of one and two reggeons (the situation
is more complicated here in the presence of reggeon
interactions; see Refs. 60 and 61). Explicit but simpli-
fied prescriptions for calculating all the characteris-
tics of inelastic processes in the central region of the
spectrum are given by the eikonal approach,C623 in which
the distribution in the number of rescatterings is fixed
by the phase of elastic scattering; the criterion for the
applicability of this approach is the presence of well-
distinguished "leading" particles.

Since the cross sections ae l and add for elastic scat-
tering and for diffusion dissociation are small (a( 1/at o t

~ffdd/atot~ 1/5), it is assumed that the cut contributions
are relatively small and can be taken into account as
a perturbation for hadronic interactions at currently
accessible accelerator energies. The parameters which
appear in the theory can be taken from experiment.
The characteristics of the pomeron and its couplings
with hadrons are extracted from the data on elastic
scattering. The situation is more complicated as re-
gards the parameters of the reggeon interactions. Al-
lowance is usually made only for the triple-pomeron
interactions. In this case, the (negative) corrections
to the original triple-pomeron vertex r (due to absorp-
tion and to higher orders) are very large.Ces·8*3 This
requires that r takes a comparatively large (and poorly
determined) value if use is made of the small effective
value re f f taken from the experimental data on inelastic
diffraction production, and this in turn casts doubt on
the quantitative estimates.

To give some idea of the role played by the various
corrections to the single-pomeron exchange, we quote
estimatesce5:l of the contributions from more complex
diagrams to the pp interaction cross section at ISR
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in this regime, the renormalized value of a^ = 1 and

FIG. 21. Various types of
corrections to single-pomer-
on exchange.

energies. The main (negative) correction (~ 30%) comes
from multi-reggeon exchanges (Fig. 21a). These dia-
grams are dominated by the eikonal graphs, i. e., by
elastic rescatterings (Fig. 21b). Diffractive excitation
of small masses (Fig. 21c) modifies the eikonal con-
tribution by about 30%. The excitation of large masses
is described by the triple-pomeron graph (Fig. 2Id),
whose contribution to the cross section is close to 2 mb.
Diagrams containing reggeon loops (Fig. 21e) give
negligibly small contributions. It should be borne in
mind that these estimates are at best semi-quantita-
tive. They were quoted here in order to show what
corrections might be expected in the multiperipheral
scheme.

The observed growth of the cross sections at FNAL
and ISR energies (see Fig. 1) has stimulated the devel-
lopment of models185"**3 in which the initial Pomeran-
chuk pole lies above unity: α(0) = 1+Δ0> 1. The values
of AQ given by various estimates (whose uncertainties
are due to the difficulty of correctly taking into account
the triple-pomeron vertex, etc.) lie in the range be-
tween 0.06 and 0.15. The simplest dependence of the
cross sections has the form"

σ~«Λ», or σ ~c(l-i-Aolns)

and

i~$U «const.

(5.11)

(5.12)

From the theoretical point of view, it is of interest
to sum the reggeon diagrams in the asymptotic (or pre-
asymptotic) energy region and to use the theory to ex-
tract information about the asymptotic behavior of the
cross sections and the characteristics of multiparticle
production. In this connection, there has been great
interest in recent years in a field-theoretic formulation
of reggeon theory (the RFT formulation; see Refs. 58
and 59 and the reviews"21), which makes it possible to
carry out calculations using contemporary methods of
field theory (the renormalization group, continuation in
the dimensionality of space, etc.e )). A "scaling" solu-
tion has been found,C7*·"3 corresponding to a position of
the non-renormalized pomeron at the point a(0) =ae> 17).

"Equation (5.11) must be used with a value Δ ο « 0.07 in order
to fit the growth of the total cross sections (by 7% in a unit
interval of Ins; see Fig. 1). The correction diagrams con-
taining the triple-pomeron interaction generally give a small
growth of {l/<j)dc/dy at ISR energies.1681

6>We mention another variant (the CRFT formulation; see Refs.
61 and 73) of reggeon field theory, which is based on a gener-
al topological classification of the diagrams and the utiliza-
tion of the unitarity condition in the direct channel of the procet, >

7>It Is estimated'651 that ac - 1 ~1(T3, which gives a value much
less than Δ 0 ~0.1.

\

j

(5.13)

where the values obtained"4""7*3 for the "critical indices"
η and ν by different methods (the ε-expansion, an ex-
pansion in the number of loops, or the formulation of
reggeon theory on a lattice) are similar (η = 1/6 and
ν =13/12 to lowest order of the ε-expansion). Calcula-
tions were also made'™·803 of the form of the diffraction
peak of elastic scattering (the relative value of the se-
condary maximum in this case was found to be 10**,
which is surprisingly close to the result from the ISR
data) and of the cross section dza/dtdMz for inelastic
diffraction. There is hope that this scaling solution can
be "matched" to the result of perturbation theory in the
number of pomeron interactions, and the region in which

. there is a change of regimes has been estimated as
10"-10l s eV. C7»-el3

It is not clear at the present time whether the ISR
data correspond to the value ac (see Refs. 64 and 70).
If a<ct., the renormalized value is a M t < l ; it has been
argued K | M I that the case a> ae also gives amt< 1, i.e.,
that the cross sections must fall off at super-high ener-
gies of a * ae.

For energies that are not super-high (but possibly far
beyond present accelerator energies), it is possible to
sum all the three reggeon diagrams (assuming that
a(0)> 1).C84·853 The impacUparameter representation
then leads to a picture of a gray disk with a logarith-
mically rising radius"*3:

atot~ln*i, <n>~ln's (5.14)

and the moments of the multiplicity distribution satisfy
the conditions of KNO scaling. There have also been
arguments188'873 that a further increase in the energy
should lead to a Froissart regime with a power-law
growth of the multiplicity and the inclusive cross sec-
tion in the central region of the spectrum,

{ n ) , (5.15)

and that KNO scaling should be violated.

It seems to us that reggeon field theory is mainly of
theoretical interest at the present time. Its quantita-
tive results can hardly be compared directly with the
experimental data, in view of the major role played by
the previously mentioned threshold effects, the phenom-
enological form factors, the uncertain effects due to
the interactions and decays of secondary particles, etc.
We therefore confine ourselves here to a qualitative
description of the main observable effects which are
obtained when allowance is made for multireggeon (or,
in general, multiple) interactions.

When allowance is made for multiple interactions, the
principal qualitative modifications of the multiperipheral
model involve a suppression of the cross sections as a
result of absorptive corrections, an increase in the
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average multiplicity, a broadening of the original multi-
peripheral distributions in the multiplicity, and the ap-
pearance of long-range correlations between the mo-
menta of the secondary particles. In particular, ac-
cording to the eikonal model, the average number of
particles (w) and the dispersion Dot the distribution in
the number of particles are changed from the original
(multiperipheral) values <»t) and Dt as follows (where
no allowance is made for the conservation laws):

{n) On),

nt)« ((
(5.16)

where m is the number of inelastic rescatterings. The
multiplicity distributions obtained in this way can give
a good fit to the experimental data in the case of an
initial Poisson distribution"81 (see also Refs. 89 and 90).

Similarly, the correlation functions of the inclusive
distributions are modified. The normalized correla-
tion function R is given by

R{y» yz) = -^x<(yi- νύ- ""''-f11"*, (5.17)

where the second term, as in (5.16), is due to multiple
scattering. Allowance for such terms improves the
agreement with the experimental data. C 9 1 1

The change in the distributions in this case is a direct
consequence of the possibility of processes involving
interactions of different multiplicities. The resulting
long-range correlations (D2 £ ln2s and /2 2 ln2s) there-
fore have a "fictitious" statistical character, which is
a result of taking an average over different possibili-
ties. This feature is inherent in all multi-component
models of multiple-particle production (in particular,
models involving the production of clusters), in which
an average is taken over different types of processes.
This mechanism should be responsible for the observed
decrease in the correlations in semi-inclusive process-
es, m : where a selection is made, for example, of
events with a fixed multiplicity, i. e., of processes
which are predominantly of a single type.

Allowance for the law of energy-momentum conser-
vation leads to a decrease in the number of particles at
the edges of the spectrum and to additional obvious
correlations1·703 in the presence of multiple exchanges.
The production of particles from several multiperiph-
eral chains (see Fig. 20c) gives an increased multi-
plicity, while the leading particles (as well as each of
the chains) have a reduced energy. Events with an en-
hanced density of secondary particles should therefore
be characterized by a rapidity distribution with a re-
duced width and a smaller value of the variable χ for
the leading particles.

It should be noted that the effects described above
follow from the existence of multiple interactions in the
direct channel and are not directly associated with the
reggeon concept. The reggeon calculus is merely the
most popular and best developed general scheme for
taking such effects into account.

As mentioned previously, the cut contributions to the

total cross section are negative according to the reggeon
rules, i. e., they are due to an intereference between
the multi-particle amplitudes; in particular, the multi-
ple-scattering amplitude interferes with the ordinary
multiperipheral amplitude (see Fig. 20b). One might
attempt to take into account this interference directly
in terms of the multiperipheral equation (5.1). The
simplest model1931 leads to a decrease in the coeffi-
cient of the integral term (5.2) as a result of this inter-
ference by approximately a factor ct o t/a,M l. The
multiple-scattering processes are then eliminated from
the non-peripheral term σ. If the coefficient in front of
the integral term in (5.1) is regarded as a free param-
eter, the multiperipheral scheme is even more remi-
nescent of multi-component models, in which the con-
tributions of the various processes are determined from
a comparison with experimental data.t 9 4 1

The problem of determining the contributions of the
various processes is closely related to questions re-
garding the nature of the enchanged particles and the
blocks at the nodes of the multiperipheral diagram.
The nature of the ^-channel exchange can be revealed,
for example, in exclusive reactions'951 by separating
the particles with definite quantum numbers (ρ, Λ,
etc.).

The character of particle emission at the nodes of the
multiperipheral diagram is important for an under-
standing of the production mechanism and determines
the correlation properties of the process. There exist
schemes in which the entire set of resonances is ex-
changed and only resonances are produced, W e i as well
as schemes which take into account pion exchange and
resonance production197"991 or, in addition, the produc-
tion of fireballs. B·1 0 0·1 0 1] These schemes lead to differ-
ent correlations between the particles.

The simplest qualitative estimates of the correlations
have been made in the model of independent cluster
emission. C1O8-1O5J The rapidity distribution of the clus-
ters is usually taken in the form of a "plateau," and
their decay is either of the resonance type (when the
distribution in the number of particles is given by a
δ-symbol) or of the fireball type (a Poisson distribution^
The conservation laws are taken into account only ap-
proximately.

The main conclusion is that this simplified model pro-
vides a qualitative description of most of the experi-
mental data if it is assumed that the clusters decay on
the average into at least 3 or 4 particles. We shall
discuss this problem in greater detail in Sec. 7C.

6. QUARK MODELS

Models of multi-particle production based on informa-
tion about the internal (quark) structure of the particles
are of special interest. These models enable us to
make use of information on deep inelastic lepton-proton
interactions.Cloei Quark models are not so well de-
veloped as the multiperipheral model or the statistical
model, and they can give comparatively few quantitative
results at the present time. They serve, however, to
reveal the fundamental mechanisms of the processes.
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FIG. 22. Quark diagram for an In-
elastic up interaction.

These models differ from one another mainly with re-
gard to the role played by the gluons in production pro-
cesses.

The simplest quark model is the additive quark mod-
ela<nj applied to production processes0 0" without ex-
plicit allowance for gluons. It is assumed here that the
process takes place according to diagrams such as that
of Fig. 22.

This model can account for a number of characteristic
features of production processesUM3 (such as KNO
scaling11101) and provides a number of specific predic-
tions. The crucial predictions of this model are con-
nected with the fact that the symmetric (forward-back-
ward) system of the secondary particles produced in the
central region of the spectrum is the c. m. s. of two
interacting quarks, which for irp or Kp collisions is not
the same, on the average, as the c.m.s. of the collid-
ing hadrons. Experiments at energies of tens of GeV
seem to confirm the existence of such a "quark-quark
symmetric coordinate system."

An asymmetry of vN interactions in the c. m. s. has
been observed in cosmic-ray data (see the discussion
in Refs. 109 and 111) up to 600 GeV and is now con-
firmed by the FNAL data. If the symmetric system of
the secondary particles were found to coincide with the
overall c.m.s., this would be a strong argument against
the additive quark model.

On the basis of these ideas, detailed calculations have
been carried out of the relative multiplicities of second-
ary particlesa i 2~l l e ]; these calculations actually made
use of only SU(6) combinatorics and the assumption of
statistically independent production and redistribution
of the quarks. When allowance was made for a sup-
pression in the production of strange quarks (by about a
factor of two), it was possible to fit the observed rela-
tive multiplicities in the central region of the spectrum,
their energy dependence, and the yields of various par-
ticles with large transverse momenta.

According to an alternative approach, U(B«"7»U«J par-
ticle production in the central region of the spectrum is
attributed to the gluon-gluon interaction, while all the
valence quarks go through freely and are responsible
for the flat energy spectrum of the leading particles in
non-diffractive inelastic processes. This approach is
based on the observation that the flat spectrum of these
leading particles is in agreement with the rapidly falling
quark spectrum found in deep inelastic lepton-proton
processes. This model can also explain (although in a
less natural way) the value of the cross section for dif-
fraction dissociation, which is regarded as a shadow
process due to the presence of "genuinely inelastic"
gluon-gluon interactions.

A somewhat different role is ascribed to the gluons
when it is assumed"193 that the gluons in the collisions

are transformed into qq pairs, which enchance the
quark sea. The quarks from the qq pairs are then re-
distributed, forming the final particles, as in Ref. 112.
This is the first attempt to provide a global quantitative
description of the multi-particle production process on -
the basis of the quark model (using Monte Carlo cal-
culations).

The most remarkable feature of quark mod-
elsaoB.ioe,m-iiei l 8 Q^ Ά β ? demonstrate the possibility
of a description of electromagnetic, weak, and strong
interactions on the basis of a single set of distribution
functions for the quarks in a proton. It has been ar-
gued0201 that the strong quark-quark interaction with
small momentum transfer might explain the universal
jet structure of production processes at high energies.

7. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Although each of the groups of models which we have
considered is intended to describe the experimental
data,8) the most complete quantitative comparisons have
been made for the hydrodynamic model with the equa-
tion of state/>«E/5tts>M')1] and for the multi-fireball
model. ts.i°M2i-us] we therefore chose to begin with
these models, which differ markedly in their assump-
tions and methods, and attempted to compare them by
showing which experimental characteristics they de-
scribe (see Table I). The main conclusion which this
table suggests at first sight is that the inclusive distri-
butions at energies up to hundreds of GeV are not very
sensitive to the choice of the model (recent data on the
growth of the inclusive cross sections at x=0 in the
FNAL-ISR energy range may be more significant). Not
all the characteristics listed in Table I are independent
(for example, (n)a = !(da/dy)dy, etc.). We shall con-
sider only those characteristics which are most ac-
curately known or which are most sensitive to the choice
of the production mechanism.

A. The total Cross sections

These simplest and most accurately measured quan-
tities (see Figs. 1 and 2) are perhaps the ones which are
mostly poorly described theoretically. Statistical-hy-
drodynamic models are not intended for calculations of
the total cross sections at all. With a reggeon inter-
pretation, the experimental data on the energy depen-
dence of the cross sections determine our theoretical
ideas about the leading and nearest Regge singularities
and help to define the parameters of multiperipheral in-
elastic processes.

Thus the decrease of the cross sections in the region
of tens of GeV required the introduction of the P' tra-
jectory (ap,(0)~0.5), and their slow growth over the in-
terval 100-2000 GeV led to the scheme in which the ini-
tial leading pole lies above unity (in particular, fits to
the experimental data on the total cross sections give
a value for Δο in Eq. (5.11) equal to =0.06-0.08).

8>We shall discuss here only hadron-hadron interactions. The
specific properties of processes involving nuclei are con-
sidered in the next section.
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The relationship between these results and the param-
eters of inelastic processes in the framework of the
multiperipheral approach was discussed in Refs. 5 and
121, where it was shown how the parameters of the Ρ
and P" trajectories fix the inelastic characteristics of
the process. The theoretical predictions about the de-
pendence of the cross sections at higher energies differ
appreciably from one another (see Sec. 4), so that they
cannot be regarded as sufficiently reliable. The asymp-
totic behavior of the cross section in the eikonal ap-
proach can vary within wide limits, depending on the
spin of the particles which mediate the interactionCu4l_
from a constant (atot ~ const) to the limiting Froissart
behavior (atot~ln2s). Quark models can provide only
relations between the cross sections for different pro-
cesses. For example, according to the additive quark
model, att/awp*3/2lloV (experimentally this ratio is
*5/3).

Thus experiment, and not theory, is in the lead in
this field.

B. The inclusive distributions

The models are capable of giving a sufficiently good
fit to the rapidity distributions at fixed energy (see Fig.
7).

An interesting problem here is raised by the experi-
mental data173 showing an appreciable growth with en-
ergy of the inclusive cross sections at χ =0 in the
FNAL-ISR energy region (see Sec. 2C) and Fig. 6).

For hydrodynamic models, in which there is no scal-
ing ((n)~s1/i), this growth does not seem unnatural
(s1 / 4 varies by 60%). Statistical formulas of the type
(3.3) successfully account for the composition of the
secondary particles, i. e., the fractions of ir, K,
ρ, ΰ 4 · 3 5 · 3 8 3 ρ, ϋ 8 3 d, and He3.'34·353 They also predict a
growth of the fraction of heavier particles134·35·383 (for
example, («j)/(wr)~c(nr) with c = const), which is con-
firmed experimentally.t71

An increase in the role of the pionization component
at x = 0 practically excludes further attempts to refine
purely fragmentation models.

In the reggeon pole interpretation according to Eq.
(5.8), we may attempt to eliminate a growth of the cross
section by using expressions of the type

TABLE I.

f j t_

" dij IJ/Β,Ο ~ I , /

I . 1 —XT-

(7. la)

(7. lb)

A fit to the ISR data requires d« 2 or/» 9, i. e., the
correction terms at these energies are of the order of
the main term and these formulas cannot be regarded
as theoretically justified, although it is possible to ob-
tain a fit to the data by formally combining terms of
the types"1'2 ands"1 / 4.

Primitive allowance for an increase in the number of
ladders and for kinematic corrections (of the type
O(s"1/Z) in the expressions (7.1)) has no noticeable ef-
fect. The situation might be improved by more accu-

Experimentally measurable
characteristics

Total cross sections
Multiplicity:

1) (n)=f(s)
2) Distribution and moments
3) KNO scaling
4) n(A =F(nc*)
5) Composition

Rapidity distribution:
1) Pionization region
2) Fragmentation region
3) Energy dependence
4) Semi-inclusive

Distribution in pT:
1) Small pT

2) Large pT

3) Semi-inclusive
Distributions in pair masses and

momentum transfers
Correlations:

1) Dependence of pT onpL

2) Azimuthal
3) Two-particle, in rapidity
4) Multiparticle—rapidity

intervals
5) Charge transfer

Inelastic diffraction

Statistics;
hydro-
dynamics*'

+
+

+ (?)
+ (?)
+

+

-

+

_

+ (!)
+ (?)
-

-

+

_

_

-

-

-

Multipe-
ripheral
approach
Regge
approach

_

+

+ (?)
+ (?)
+

- ( ? )

+ (?)
+

+ (?)
+

+

+ (?)
+

+ (?)

-

+

+

+

+ (?)
+

* Ά plus sign indicates that good quantitative agreement with
the data is obtained. A minus sign is used if: 1) the theory is
not capable of giving the indicated characteristic, or 2) the re-
sults obtained seem unsatisfactory, or 3) calculations have not
been performed. The symbols in parentheses indicate either
additional arguments (or calculations) suggesting a good fit to
the indicated characteristic (!) or doubts about the accuracy of
the fit (?).

rate allowance for the conservation laws (as in Ref. 70),
but this would imply that the simplest reggeon inclusive
approach is unsuitable for making predictions at cur-
rent accelerator energies. Moreover, an increase in
the fraction of heavy particles is difficult to reconcile
with a growth in the number of ladders, since the en-
tire process would then tend to be more like processes
at lower energies, where the fraction of kaons is re-
duced.

The situation is somewhat better in models involving
the production of clusters having a sufficiently broad
mass distribution (i.e., differing from resonances).
If scaling is violated within a cluster, i. e., if there is
a growth of (Ka)cl, the product of the average multi-
plicity Κ in the cluster and its production cross sec-
tion, then we can guarantee that there is a growth of
the inclusive cross section.C523 The physical origin of
the growth in the total and inclusive cross sections is
then the process by which the clusters evolve (an in-
crease in their mass and number as a function of en-
ergy). It is sometimes attempted to describe this pro-
cess purely in terms of nucleon-antinucleon clusters.Cl253
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The idea of the approach to scaling from below as a
result of an increasing density of the number of par-
ticles (in the rapidity variable) in the central clusters
of the multiperipheral diagram has been discussed pre-
viously. a2e2

Distributions in the transverse momentum of the type

-^-exp (-•=£·). (7.2)

where mT=^p%+mz, provide a good fit to the data for
7Γ, Κ, ρ, a*»5·»83

 Py and #t S 7 ] for a single temperature Τ
and are obtained in a natural way in the statistical ap-
proach (see Fig. 8). Experimentally, one can even ob-
serve a small deviation from the Boltzmann distribution
(7.2) due to the Bose-Einstein statistics.&β] This devi-
ation also shows up in theoretical calculations of the
density of states of a relativistic ideal gas, applied to
statistical models.CUTl Thus the statistical formulas
provide a good description of the limitation on the trans-
verse momenta. This cannot be done by field theory
and the diagrammatic (multiperipheral) method without
introducing ad hoc form factors. However, numerical
calculations with reasonable form factors lead to a fit
to the experimental data, β»1*1-»»»1

In the region of large transverse momenta, which we
consider here only superficially, the most popular and
varied models are the quark models (see Ref. 128 for
further details). The emission of particles in the early
stages of development of the system in the hydrodynamic
approach explains the behavior of the spectra in
PT> C 3 8 f 4 0 t 4 1 ] their energy dependence, and the growth in
the fraction of heavy particles. 1M: Further information
about this stage can be obtained from the photon and

C130]lepton s p e c t r a . m ] A purely statistical description
can also succeed if the temperature of the system at the
instant of decay depends on the total energy s and the
critical volume V in the form T~s1/2V"1/4. In multi-
peripheral models, it is apparently necessary to resort
to schemes15·1311 involving the production of more mas-
sive clusters, using the similarity of the properties of
virtual pions and photons. The resulting simple picture,
in which two mesonic clusters (jets) with large pT and
a system of mesons with small pT (the "background")
are produced, is in good agreement with the experi-
mental results.ttS23 A simple "ladder" with resonance
production is inconsistent with the experimental data,
since it predicts that the multiplicity falls off with in-
creasing pT.

C9e3

To understand the production mechanisms, it is im-
portant to know the fractions of produced resonances.
These are usually determined from the distributions in
the pair masses. However, unlike quasi-two-body pro-
cesses, multi-particle production involves a large num-
ber of false combinations, and the separation of the
resonances is not very reliable. Therefore these data
currently exclude only those schemes in which there are
no resonances at all, leaving a rather large freedom in
the magnitude of the resonance contribution (estimates
of the fraction of ρ mesons vary from 20 to 70%). Cl«-13"
Experiments in which leptons from the decays of reso-

nances are detected may help to clarify the situation.
The qualitative predictions of the models are that there
are many resonances in quark models which take into
account only the group-theoretic factors but not addi-
tional weight factors CU2"41s : i and an appreciable number
of resonances in the multiperipheral resonance lad-
der, Cee3 but fewer in the multi-cluster model15· m - u s ]

and in quark models with allowance for possible dynami-
cal factors, ω··"1»

C. Correlations and clusters

The separation of dynamical correlations from purely
kinematic correlations connected with energy-momen-
tum conservation is a difficult problem. The functions
C(vi, yz) and R(yu yt) which are usually employed (see
Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) and Fig. 9), with maxima at
3Ί =v2 indicating the production of particles by cluster
groups, are not sufficiently simple. In the first place,
the semi-inclusive correlations Cn and Rn (for a given
multiplicity in the final state) have different reference
levels (no correlations) for different n; secondly, the
inclusive distributions contain strong interference terms
from different values of n. Nevertheless, the conclusion
that there are short-range correlations obtained from
the relatively large value Λ (0, 0)=0.6 (see Fig.
9)C97,i(B,ios] r e m a m s valid when the semi-inclusive cor-
relations are analyzed. a s 8~1 4 1 ] Estimates of the aver-
age number of particles in a cluster, based on calcula-
tions of the functions C and R in the model of indepen-
dent cluster emission, lead to values of ~ 2-3 charged
particles per cluster. tne-io5.i«o-i4ii

The same values have been obtained by studying the
rapidity gaps, Ce»142] i. e., the distribution in the rapidity
spacings between nearest-neighbor particles. It is easy
to show that, for independent emission of clusters that
decay into Κ particles and have a rapidity distribution
with density p, the rapidity gaps Ay between nearest-
neighbor particles obey the law19·1431

' exp(-pKAy)

l exp( — ρ Ay)

for small Ay,

for large Ay.

(7.3)
(7.4)

The values of Κ quoted above were obtained by compar-
ing these equations with the experimental data (Fig. 10).
Although these estimates have been criticized and values
twice as large for the number of particles in a cluster

C144]
ithave been obtained from a fluctuation analysis,

appears that the procedure used in the fluctuation anal-
ysis overestimates these values1145 ] as a result of long-
range correlations.

Nevertheless, the inclusive distribution in the rapid-
ity gaps is not very sensitive to the production mech-
anism, t l o»l o n since it is determined to a great extent
by the multiplicity of the process. A distribution which
is more sensitive to the mechanism is the semi-inclu-
sive distribution in the rapidity intervals containing
several particles,C1O: i. e., the distribution in the quan-
tities

&yi,l· = yt+k+i — yi (7.5)

(for k =0 we have &yit0 = &y), where i is the number of
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a particle in an event according to its position in order
of rapidity, and k is the number of particles inside the
interval.w

These distributions have a maximum (see Fig. 11)
which moves towards smaller values of Ay as cluster-
ization becomes more important,tl4s: and the most sen-
sitive distributions are those with k~n/2 (where η is
the number of particles in an event). Comparisons with
experimental datat10·1011 have made it possible to dis-
tinguish between different schemes that give practically
the same results for the other characteristics, and it
was observed that there may be an interesting structure
in these distributions associated with the production of
baryon clusters.

The study of quantities like &yltk with k*0 implies a
transition to multi-particle correlations. It is very dif-
ficult to do this by means of the usual generalization of
the functions C and R, owing to the fact that it would
then be necessary to consider a multi-dimensional rapid-
ity space for a system of many particles.

A general conclusion which can be drawn from the
correlation experiments is that we are certainly dealing
with clusterization. It seems that clusterization does
not lead simply to resonance production, but gives non-
trivial multi-particle correlations; i. e., it involves the
production of not only resonances, but also correlated
groups of particles. Let us enumerate briefly the argu-
ments in favor of this point of view:

1) The number of correlated charged particles is at
least 2-3, whereas for resonances the value 2 is the
absolute upper limit (the most probable value is nch

-1.3-1.5).10»

2) Various estimates give an effective cluster mass in
the range 1.5 to 3 GeV, which is appreciably higher than
the resonance masses of pionic systems (the probabili-
ties of producing heavy resonances fall off sharply as
a function of their mass).

3) The number of particles in a cluster rises as a
function of the number η of particles in an event for η
> (η); this indicates that the multiplicity distribution in
a cluster is broader than the δ-function corresponding
to resonance decaytl38] (Fig. 23).

4) The coefficient in front of the logarithm of the en-
ergy in the behavior of the average multiplicity (see
Eq. (2.2)) is small in schemes involving only resonance
production).11'

5) The marked growth of the inclusive cross sections
for producing Κ and p at ISR energies is inconsistent
with a resonance "ladder" and requires the introduction
of heavy clusters in the multiperipheral scheme.

Facts such as the violation of scaling at x=0 after the

2.0

"The distributions are obtained by summing over all possible
values of the index i in each event.

10'The integrated contribution from resonances decaying into
more than two particles is small.

"'Multiple interactions must be taken into account in such
schemes (see Chap. 5).

3-particle

2-particle
resonance

0.5 1.0 2.5 3.0

FIG. 23. The quantity (K(K - 1))/{K) as a function of the num-
ber η of produced charged particles. The dashed lines show
the dependence that would be obtained for production of only
resonances decaying into two or three particles. The linear
growth with η corresponds to a Gaussian distribution of parti-
cles in a cluster.

onset of the growth in the cross sections and the be-
havior at large pT can be explained qualitatively in the
framework of the multiperipheral cluster model.

The experimentally observed suppression of charge
exchange between groups of particles separated by large
rapidity intervalstl47:i is also evidence in favor of the
multiperipheral picture.C14e3

Thus a reasonable combination of elements of the
multiperipheral and statistical approaches, with a clus-
ter mechanism for particle production, seems to be the
best way of avoiding inconsistencies between the theo-
retical results and the experimental data.

8. INTERACTIONS WITH NUCLEI

The basic theoretical ideas about the mechanisms of
multi-particle production processes in hadron-hadron
collisions have also been widely used to describe hadron-
nuclear interactions, with modifications to allow for
the specific character of these interactions.

Practically all approaches now in use involve the as-
sumption that there are two components in a hadron-
nuclear interaction: a penetrating fast component, which
takes approximately half of the energy and yields a
small multiplicity, and a slower component, which in-
teracts strongly with the nucleus and yields most of the
produced particles. The existence of the penetrating
component and the weakening of the interaction are usu-
ally explained by the fact that at high energies and small
momentum transfers the longitudinal range of the inter-
action and the time of formation of the final state be-
come large (see Refs. 149-151):

frff ~ /eft ~ ^ Γ (8. 1)

and exceed the dimensions of the nucleus (see Chap. 9).
However, the specific mechanisms and predictions of
various models differ significantly from one another.
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A. The statistical-hydrodynamic approach

In the hydrodynamic approach, it is assumed that the
interactions take place inside a tube of nuclear matter
"cut out" by the incident hadron, which is considered as
a whole.U521 The fast secondary particle is described
by a hydrodynamic solution in the form of a plane wave,
and most of the particles are produced by the passage
of shock waves.U5S1 For an equation of state ρ =ε/3,
calculations show that the average multiplicity on a
nucleus A is given by a 5 3 :

(n)A (8.2)

The experimental data indicate a somewhat weaker de-
pendence on A (see Eq. (2.15)). The spectrum of sec-
ondary particles in the hydrodynamic theory has an ap-
proximately Gaussian form in the variable y, which is
consistent with the data, and the maximum of this dis-
tribution depends on the length of the tube (see Ref. 154).
We note that the experimental data are consistent with
a maximum of the inclusive distribution at the center of
mass of the hadron-tube system (see Ref. 155).

Adopting a simplified thermodynamic treatment of the
interaction between the hadron and the tube of nuclear
matter, taking the equation of state ρ =ejje (see Sec. m),
we find that the average multiplicity has the dependence

(n)A ~ (8.3)

which differs somewhat from the result of a detailed
calculation (Eq. (8.2)).

B. The multiperipheral parton approach

This approach to nuclear interactions is particularly
simple if the process is considered in the antilaboratory
system of coordinates.Qsel The slow partons of the var-
ious nucleons of the rapidly moving and Lorentz-con-
tracted nucleus must overlap spatially and, by virture of
of the basic assumption of local equilibrium of the parton
distribution (see Ref. 151), should form a single "chain"
of slow partons which interacts with the hadron (Fig.
24a).

From the point of view of the reggeon approach, this
mechanism is equivalent to the dominance of the "fan"
diagrams (Fig. 24b). A summation of these dia-
grams, a 5 7 > l s 8 ] interpreted literally, gives a negligibly
small correction to the total and inclusive cross sec-
tions at any reasonable energies if use is made of the
standard parameters for the reggeons and their inter-
actions (in particular, the triple-reggeon vertex r).
Actually, the energies of those secondary particles (in
the laboratory system) which are rescattered and re-
produced {y0 in Fig. 24b) are relatively low, and these
energies are not high enough to speak of diagrams with

.""V'
ί,,-"1 ft y a» h a

FIG. 25. The qualitative form of the ratio of the inclusive
distributions for nuclei and nucleons in the mulilperipheral
parton scheme, as a function of the rapidity and the atomic
number.

branching of the pomerons. It is more realistic to make
a semi-phenomenological calculation of the processes
of parton reproduction'15*1 with allowance for the con-
servation of energy.

In this picture, the single-particle distributions obey
the obvious relations

(») « 1, (8.4a)

(8.4b)

where V is the average number of chains. Thus the in-
clusive distribution in the multiperipheral parton scheme
at sufficiently high energies must have the form shown
schematically in Fig. 25. Accordingly, the quantity
RA - (ΌΛΛ Μ *)» should tend to unity with increasing en-
ergy. Detailed calculations can be found in Ref. 159.

C. Multiple-interaction models

As we have already pointed out in Sec. 5, the main
correction to the multiperipheral model for the hadron-
hadron interaction comes from multiple scattering.
Multiple-scattering effects play a much larger role in
hadron-nuclear interactions.

Successful calculations of the integrated cross sec-
tions for interactions of relativistic particles (E» m*R)
with hadrons have been made using the Glauber approxi-
mation, tt60] according to which the hadron-nucleon scat-
tering phases are additive (corrections are usually added
for inelastic rescattering).Cie11 This approximation can
be derived in the framework of a general multiple-scat-
tering formalism and the reggeon approach. [1β1-1β31

We would like to point out that (contrary to the claims
frequently encountered in the literature) the Glauber ap-
proximation, as formulated in the language of Feynman
diagrams, does not imply successive interactions with
the nucleons of the nucleus. This approximation can
be derived in field-theoretic modelsCle4] from the eikonal
approximation (and is in fact equivalent to the latter),
and it takes into account, for example, the set of Feyn-
man diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 26, where Ρ is
an arbitrary initial block of the hadron-nucleon inter-
action (such as a Regge pole) containing multi -particle
intermediate states. This approximation satisfies the

FIG. 24. FIG. 26.
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AGK rules for the contribution of the various inelastic
intermediate states (see Ref. 165). Since the various
contributions to the scattering phase in the eikonal ap-
proximation are additive, the total phase of the hadron-
nuclear interaction can be written as a sum of the phases
of the hadron-nucleon amplitudes, which is equivalent
to the Glauber approximation. The AGK rules for par-
titioning the total hadron—nucleon amplitudes then apply
(see Ref. 166).

The characteristics of interactions with nuclei are
determined by the average number of interactions,

v = ——. (8.5;

R(yh

The average multiplicity in the Glauber scheme should
be proportional to V at super-high energies, RA~v, i. e.,
it approaches a dependence close to Alf3, which is very
different from the prediction of the multiperipheral
scheme, in which RA — 1 as £ - « . The multiplicity is
much smaller at existing energies, since the simulta-
neous production of particles from several blocks ("lad-
ders") means that each of them has a small energy.
The available experimental data for R can be fitted by a
dependence of the form

R = α + βν, (8.6)

where a ~ β~ 0.5. The distribution in the number of par-
ticles for interactions with nuclei is broader than in
hadron-nucleon interactions. Calculations11*71 carried
out in the framework of the Glauber approximation can
provide a fit to the available experimental data.

If no allowance is made for the law of energy con-
servation, the inclusive distribution in the central re-
gion of the spectrum is given by the expression

RA(y)«-^I2"^-^^-^Z^ = ^ 0«i,<K, (8.7)

where σν is the cross section for processes in which
particles are produced in the ν blocks. Allowance for
the conservation of energy should decrease this value
somewhat. The conservation of energy acquires a very
important role for rapidity values near the fragmenta-
tion region of the incident particle, where particles can
be produced from only a single block:

A (y) •
1

"hA
(8.8)

As a result, the rapidity distribution of the secondary
particles should have the form shown schematically in
Fig. 27 (cf. Fig. 25). The available experimental data
do not enable us to discriminate between the qualitative
predictions of Figs. 25 and 27 with confidence. Little
can be said about the fragmentation region of the nu-
cleus (small yui,). The slow particles produced in the
tube, the number of which is expected to be proportional
to V, should be increased in number by the interactions
with the nucleons of the nucleus, leading to an increase
in the total number of secondary particles. A separate
analysis is necessary for the fragmentation region of
the incident hadron (y « Y), which receives contributions

IHy)

^E2> E,

y~A" yrt tjl y yf yfi y2 y

FIG. 27. The effect of multiple interactions on the behavior
of the inclusive distributions (cf. Fig. 25).

from the particles due to diffraction dissociation of the
hadron. We can expect that RA(y) ~ 1 in this region.

We have not considered correlations of the secondary
particles here, since the theoretical analysis of correla-
tions in hadron-nuclear interactions is in its infancy.

In addition to the approaches considered above, we
mention also models which consider the production of
clusters in nuclear matter, C l e e ] the evolution of the en-
ergy flux in the nucleus, i l 6 t l collisions with the nucleon

tube, Cl 70-172 ]

C1733
the existence of two phases of hadronic

matter, l 1 7 3 etc. Unfortunately, the existing experi-
mental data do not enable us to make an unambiguous
choice in favor of any of these models.

9. THE SPACE-TIME PICTURE

To understand the mechanisms of multi-particle pro-
duction, it can be useful to study the space-time picture
of the interactions. Models which give similar momen-
tum distributions may be very different from one another
in their space-time characteristics. In the simplest
geometrical picture, for example, we should expect a
decrease in the impact parameter b to lead to an in-
crease in the multiplicity. At the same time, the multi-
plicity given by a naive multiperipheral picture is in-
creased by an increase in the length of the multiperiph-
eral chain, corresponding to larger impact distances.
These pictures can in principle be distinguished experi-
mentally (the first proposal of this type was made in
Ref. 174), thus making it possible to decide which
models are applicable.

Space-time concepts are particularly important for an
understanding of interaction processes in extended sys-
tems such as atomic nuclei. Different assumptions
about the way in which the processes evolve in space
and time lead here to very different predictions for the
characteristics of multiparticle production. Conversely,
a study of the characteristics of interactions with nuclei
provides a unique opportunity of testing our ideas about
the nature of the elementary interactions. For these
reasons, the space-time description has received very
great attention in recent years.

A number of models make explicit use of some par-
ticular space-time picture of the interaction. The stan-
dard hydrodynamic model is based on the concept of a
Lorentz-contracted and expanding disk of hadronic mat-
ter; spherical symmetry is assumed in the statistical
model (in the appropriate coordinate system). Such a
picture can be obtained in field-theoretic models as
follows.ί1Ί51 The probability of any process can be writ-
ten as
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(9.1)

where one of the δ-functions is interpreted as a product
of the spatial volume and the total time of observation.
Replacing the remaining δ-function by the integral
/ d*xexp[i(P - Jpt)x] and performing the integration
over the final momenta of the particles, we can then ex-
tract the effective values xef, for a given form of the
matrix element M. This procedure gives correct re-
sults in the non-relativistic case and for the simplest
field-theoretic models. When applied to the model of
uncorrelated jets with a cutoff in the transverse mo-
mentum, it leads to a Lorentz-contracted volume, while
in the case of the Fermi model it leads to a spherically
symmetric volume.

At the same time, if we make use of the integral rep-
resentation for the imaginary part of the elastic ampli-
tude,

'Ίϋ(*)/(0)1|ρ>, (9·2)Im Μ (ρ, ρ'; q, q')

and, for forward scattering, represent the exponent in
(9.2) in the form qo(t -z) -qzz/2q0, we can determine
the effective values of the longitudinal coordinate ζ by
studying the cross section as a function of the virtuality
of g2.C17e3 The data on deep inelastic electroproduction
indicate^773 that the main contribution to the elastic am-
plitude (9.2) comes from large longitudinal distances,

The effective region of space-time in these examples
was interpreted to mean the characteristic values of the
coordinates contained in some particular integral rep-
resentation for the probability of the process. This in-
terpretation is in general ambiguous. The values of
xeti can be changed by identity transformations of the
integrals or by choosing different expansion bases for
the amplitude (expansions in the "bare" or real
fields).t m ] Moreover, we can distinguish different
meanings of the spatial region, such as the region of
interaction with the target or the region in which the
secondary particles are formed. In the multiperipheral
parton model, for example, the hadron at each instant
of time is a "sphere"""3 (Fig. 28) of radius ~ \/m (and
transverse dimensions ~Vfiz + a'lnE) determined by the
slowest parton (the interaction region), with internal
contracted shells of faster partons (the region of highest
energy density); the time of evolution of the parton lad-
der and the corresponding longitudinal distance are
large, z,n ~E/mz (the formation region; see Fig. 19).
It has also been proposed11793 to regard the hadron as a
parton state of length ~E/mz. On the whole, it is nec-
essary to rely mainly upon intuition in the space-time
description of these processes. A major role is played
here by large times and longitudinal distances ~E/mz.

Large longitudinal distances Z.ft which grow with en-
ergy are important in a number of well-studied effects
in electrodynamics.C180·1813 The idea of a decisive role
for large lett was also used successfully many years ago
in the analysis of the strong interactions.C14fl·1883 What
seems to be of the greatest practical importance is the

FIG. 28.

-l/m-

idea that the fast produced particles with momenta p<
approximately parallel to the initial momentum are
formed as individual (spatially separated) real particles
at large longitudinal distances of order pjrr?. Also of
great interest is the description of a fast particle which
undergoes an interaction as a "truncated" formation,
whose interaction can become weaker at distances of
order E/m* (see Refs. 150 and 183).

When applied to production processes in nuclei, the
idea of a large formation time for the particles means
in essence that the fast secondary particles are formed
outside the nucleus (with E(/mz» R), so that they do not
lead to the effect of cascade multiplication. In the lan-
guage of the parton model, this corresponds to the pas-
sage of the fast partons through the nucleus without in-
teracting. α 5 β · 1 5 β ] The existing experimental data on
multiparticle production on nuclei, and in particular the
small number of secondary particles emitted in the for-
ward direction (see Sec. IIF), favor this interpretation;
at any rate, these data exclude the simple cascade mod-
el. This point of view is also confirmed by the data on
the effective interaction cross sections of the 3π and 5ir
systems produced diffractively in pion-nuclear colli-
sions: these sections are anomalously small, σ5,$σ3,
~ σΓ.C l M ] We note also that the available data on the
yield of fast protons in proton-nuclear interactions can
be interpreted11853 on the basis of the assumption that
the proton cross section is reduced after the first inter-
action in the nucleus; this supports the idea of a "trun-
cated nucleon" whose character is restored after a time
of order E/mz. A direct experimental confirmation of
the foregoing ideas would be of immense value for the
theory of multiple-particle production at high energies
and for strong-interaction physics as a whole.

Let us now consider the currently available results
on the direct experimental determination of the dimen-
sions of the interaction region. The effective transverse
dimensions which characterize inelastic processes as
a whole (&„, ~ 1F) are determined by means of the uni-
tarity condition from the data on the elastic differential
cross sections. The probabilities of inelastic interac-
tions for various values of the impact parameter are
shown in Fig. 29. The most peripheral processes are
those of diffraction dissociation. C l 8 7-1 8"

The results referring to the individual exclusive pro-
cesses are of greater interest. One of the methods of
determining the interaction region is based on measure-
ments of the momenta of the secondary particles. The
lower limit of the values &.„ has been estimated1190"1*3

by means of the equation
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FIG. 29. The probabilities of inealstic processes for various
values of the impact parameter. 1—the limit of total absorp-
tion ("black disk"); 2—total contribution of inelastic processes
in pp interactions; 3—limiting value of the contribution of in-
elastic diffraction"8*1; 4—.the contribution of inelastic diffrac-
tion In pp interactions (according to Ref. 187).

10* 10 s /fl'f.GeV

(• /x/TeV)

FIG. 30. Cosmic-ray data on the total cross sections.

(9.3)

where p is the initial momentum, and xi and k{ are the
Feynman variables and the transverse momenta of the
secondary particles (more precise estimates for (&*)
have recently been proposed).: i e s :

The principal results are as follows:

1) The value of bL falls off by a factor 3-4 as the num-
ber of particles increases from 4 to 9, i. e., the multi-
plicity is greater for central interactions.

2) For a given multiplicity, bL has a weak growth with
energy.

3) Inelastic diffraction is characterized by increased
values of bL.

4) Processes involving the exchange of strangeness
or baryon number occur with smaller values of bL.

These results tend to support the naive geometrical
picture of the interaction more than the multiperipheral
picture of Brownian motion in the transverse plane.
They can also be compared with the fact that the multi-
peripheral logarithms are in general much smaller than
the contributions of the residues.

Another method of determining the region in which
particle production takes place is to study the correla-
tions of identical particles. C1S4-198] This method, taken
from astronomy11993 (see also the earlier works),tM03

is based on the existence of second-order interference
effects for identical particles emitted at different in-
stants of time and from different points of space. The
width of the interference maximum is inversely propor-
tional to the dimensions of the region in which the par-
ticles are emitted. If w/w0 is the distribution of the
number of observed pairs of identical particles in rela-
tion to the background (i. e., in relation to the number
of pairs for which there is no interference effect), then
in the region of the maximum we have

«l+exp(—i-if-J?*-?»-! (9.4)

here q0 and qT are the differences in energy and trans-
verse momentum of the two detected particles, R gives
the transverse dimensions of their emission region with
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respect to the direction of observation, and τ is the
characteristic scatter in the time, consisting of the
average lifetime of the particle sources, the scatter in
the instants of emission, and the delay time of the par-
ticles in traversing the various longitudinal distances.

Experiments^01'4043 give a value R ~ 1F and a rela-
tively small value of τ (CT<R), in conflict with the con-
cepts of large times and longitudinal distances. How-
ever, it must be borne in mind that correlation mea-
surements provide information about intervals that are
characteristic of the production of particles with neigh-
boring momenta and that these intervals may be smaller
than the total interaction range. A definitive interpre-
tation of the results is therefore possible only in the
framework of some particular model of the interaction.

On the whole, attempts to construct a space-time de-
scription of processes at high energy, and in particular
ideas about the role of large effective distances, have
raised a number of very interesting problems, which
must be regarded as still open. The main hopes here
rest on the study of interactions with nuclei and on the
further development of experimental methods of directly
measuring the interaction range.

10. VERY HIGH ENERGIES

What can we say about the applicability of our ideas
about the mechanisms of multi -particle production in
the region of very high energies?

Let us consider what the cosmic-ray data tell us:

1) The total cross sections rise relatively slowly with
energy, if at all (Fig. 30).

2) The average multiplicity probably rises faster than
logarithmically (Fig. 31).

<n>-U6U\E-l.74

10s 10'
E. GeV

ΙΟ2 W

FIG. 31. Cosmic-ray data on the average multiplicity.
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FIG. 32. The penetration depth
of hadrons in lead as a function
of energy.
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We mention that there is as yet no consistent theo-
retical scheme in which, for example, the cross sec-
tion rises logarithmically (but not like ~ln*s), while the
multiplicity rises according to a power law (with a suf-
ficiently large exponent).

3) Scaling in the quantity (Ε/σ)ά3σ/άΛρ\χΜ) is evidently
not observed. Calculations show'*053 that the data of
the Pamir experiment in the range of energies 10-10*
TeV favor a growth of the inclusive distributions
Ed9N/d*p in the pionization region of small \x\, with
a possible weak fall-off in the fragmentation region
(i. e., the growth observed at the ISR up to 2 TeV per-
sists at higher energies).

4) The absorption of the hadronic shower component
falls off sharply at energies of about 1014 eV006"*0"
(Fig. 32). If this is interpreted as a manifestation of
a new penetrating component, its contribution in rela-
tion to that of the ordinary hadrons should be at least
25% at energies above 100 TeV.

5) The ratio of the energy of the electron-photon com-
ponent to that of the hadronic component at the center
of the shower rises from 0.8 to ~ 1.5 over the range of
energies from 40 to 300 TeV.

The authors of Refs. 206-209 point out that these re-
sults can be interpreted in terms of the production and
decay of come new particles into channels involving the
production of electrons and photons, or possibly the as-
sociated production of new particles together with lep-
tons and photons.

6) There exist individual exotic events. The most in-
teresting events here are those involving the production
of a large number of particles in a small rapidity inter-
val, which can be interpreted as a manifestation of heavy
clusters0 1 0 3 of mass 25 GeV/c*. We note that the pos-
sibility of clusters of smaller mass 3-4 GeV/c* has
also been discussed long ago in cosmic-ray physics0111

(see also the review011).

Thus we can expect that the study of the energy re-
gion beyond 10M eV will necessitate a re-examination
of our ideas about the mechanisms of multi-particle
production. Colliding beams of energy l x l TeV* would
permit an intensive investigation of the beginning of this
region.

11. CONCLUSIONS

In the past few years, since the introduction of the
new generation of accelerators, multiparticle produc-
tion processes have taken on a much greater role in par-
ticle physics. In this review we have attempted to out-
line the general situation regarding our current theo-
retical understanding of multiparticle processes, with-

out touching upon a number of specific interesting pro-
cesses such as the production of particles with large
transverse momenta, deep inelastic scattering, and
e*e~ annihilation.

There is now a vast amount of experimental data on
multiparticle production, and there have been many pro-
posals of theoretical schemes, often only tenuously re-
lated to one another, which can account for the results
of various groups of experiments. We have therefore
strived to emphasize the qualitative predictions and
those experimental characteristics which are most sen-
sitive to the specific assumptions of the various models
and which might help to select the most satisfactory
theoretical schemes. We would also like to stress that
each of the proposed models should be compared with
the totality of available experimental data. Of course,
this calls for extensive numerical work, generally re-
quiring the use of a Monte Carlo method. However, in
a number of cases such a test is decisive for the further
assessment of a model.

In addition to the traditional models, a number of new
approaches to multiparticle production processes have
been developed in recent years, which may elucidate
the general character of interactions at high energies.
Here we would like to mention the application of the
space-time picture of the evolution of the processes
(Sec. 9) and the first attempts to make use of informa-
tion about the internal structure of the hadrons (Sec. 6).
There are new exciting possibilities connected with the
region of super-high energies (Sec. 10). Cosmic-ray
data provide evidence of a change in the character of
particle interactions at energies of order 1 0 u eV. The
authors are grateful to E. L. Feinberg for numerous
discussions about the problems treated in this review.
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